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INVITATION
Dear Industry Partners and supporters of EPA –UNEPSA and SRPED scientific activities,
After the very successful EPA – UNEPSA Congress held in May 2015 at Florence,
we are delighted to invite you to actively participate in the 8th Europaediatrics
Congress (the highlight of the activities of the European Paediatric Association
and the Union of National European Paediatric Societies and Associations),
jointly held with the 13th National Congress of Romanian Pediatrics Society.
The event will take place for the first time in Bucharest, Romania June 7-10,
2017and Romania is proud to host this major event while we welcome EPA –
UNEPSA.
International and European child health care specialists will lead the program
with presentations that will give general pediatricians and child health care
professionals up-to-date evidence based best practice information they require
for their work in their home countries.
Child care experts from European societies will lead plenary presentations,
guideline sessions and personal practice sessions in an innovative format of
sharing good practice.
We appreciate that this is the greatest medical manifestation in Romania,
considering the estimated number of foreign and romanian participants.
Every 2 years the Europadiatrics Congress has attendance of over 2000 delegates
In addition, The National Congress of Romanian Pediatrics Society attracts High
participation of it’s members and related speacialties.
The last National Congress of the Romanian Society of Pediatrics in 2015 at
Timisoara was a tremendous success: over 1200 participants, 145 Romanian
and 25 International Speakers, 180 topics on different sessions, 240 posters, 40
Sponsors
Both events provides an ideal platform for communication between healthcare
providers, researchers, innovators and providers of products and services related
to the field.
We invite your participation and offer you numerous opportunities to expose
your company and its products and services to leading paediatricians and
related professionals. You will find many options and further information in this
sponsorship prospectus. Please contact us or our conference organizing partner
Romania Travel Plus if you have any further questions or comments.
We look forward to an efficient and fruitful co-operation with you.
Leyla Namazova-Baranova, President of EPA/UNEPSA
Marin Burlea, President of 8th Europaediatrics
Berthold V. Koletzko, Chairman of the 8th Europaediatrics Scientific Committee
Doina Anca Plesca, Chairman of the 13th National Congress of SRPed
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SCIENTIFIC PROGRAMME
 Plenary Lectures / Symposia
 Pros/Cons debates
 Guidelines and Personal Practice Sessions (in collaboration with major European
Subspecialty Societies)
 Educational Sessions
 Public Health symposia

TARGET AUDIENCE







Academic world
Paediatricians from all over the word
Researchers
Trainees
Hospital-working paediatricians
Primary care paediatricians

CONGRESS ORGANISERS
European Paediatric Association, the Union of National European
Paediatric Societies and Associations (EPA/UNEPSA)
The European Paediatric Association (EPA) is a pan-European scientific association which is the
Union of National European Paediatric Societies and Association (EPA-UNEPSA). The main objective
of EPA-UNEPSA is to encourage scientific co-operation between not-for-profit National European
Paediatric Societies/Associations and between European paediatricians working in primary, secondary
and tertiary paediatric care in Europe, in order to promote child health and comprehensive paediatric
care.
Founded 40 years ago, it now represents 48 National European Paediatric Societies and
Associations and operates on a non-profit basis. Its General Assembly is made by the Presidents of the
major national pediatric societies active in the Nations of geographic Europe, and currently represents
more than three-quarters of all European countries, working closely with the major international
organizations, including WHO, UN, EMA and the Council of Europe. Since its foundation in 1976 in
the St Sophia Children’s Hospital in Rotterdam, Holland, in its role as prominent European paediatric
organization, EPA-UNEPSA has typically encouraged education of patients, families and care givers
by translating specialist’s knowledge to generalists, and worked to improve the quality of paediatric
patient care in all European countries including both member and non-member states of the European
Union, by adequate clinical research and by implementing research into practice.
Annual meetings of national paediatric presidents focus on the most urgent problems of
paediatric health care. “Europaediatrics” is now a biennial congress for all general paediatricians
and paediatric sub-specialists in Europe. The main research activities of EPA/UNEPSA concentrate on
identifying the demography of primary, secondary and tertiary care paediatrics in Europe.
EPA/UNEPSA constantly plans new activities in an effort to demonstrate that it is an active
paediatric association counting 49 full members from 45 countries and representing today more than
three quarters of all European countries.
For more information, please visit: www.epa-unepsa.org
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Romanian Society of Pediatrics
The Romanian Society of Pediatrics was part of Romanian Medical Association since its
formation in 1926 until 2001 when the society acquired its own legal status.
Since 2010, the Society is a member of EPA – UNEPSA (The European Paediatric Association and
the Union of National European Paediatric Societies and Associations) and also member of EAP
(European Academy of Pediatrics).
The Society represents over 4000 pediatricians and 8,000 associate members and family
doctors.
The Romanian Pediatric School has a high academic and practical tradition; there are
prestigious schools in 10 Universities- among which are Universities from Iasi, Cluj, Bucuresti,
Tg. Mures, Timisoara, Craiova, Sibiu.
In the last 20 years, the Romanian pediatric system has been reorganized and rejuvenated.
It now includes self-governing structures in some hospitals: Gastroenterology, Nefrology,
Neurology, Allergology and Immunology, Diabetes and Nutrition, Respiratory medicine and
more.
Besides International Courses and workshops in pediatrics, The Romanian Society of Pediatrics
organizes national conferences and congresses with international participation.
The last National Congress of the Romanian Society of Pediatrics in 2015 at Timisoara was a
tremendous success: over 1200 participants, 145 Romanian and 25 International Speakers, 180
topics on different sessions, 240 posters, 40 Sponsors.
For more information, please visit: www.srped.ro

Congress and Industry Organisation - Romania Travel Plus
56 Tudor Ştefan St. Bucharest, Romania, Tel: +40 21 230 5110, Fax: +40 21 230 5042
•

Venita Doana ( Project Manager) – info@europaediatrics2017.org

•

Mihaela Agaficioaie (Sponsorship Manager) - exhibition@europaediatrics2017.org
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GENERAL INFORMATION
BUCHAREST
The 8-th Europediatrics Congress jointly held with The 13 National Congress of Romanian
Pediatrics Society will be held in Bucharest, Romania. The history of the city has always
been written by both Romanians and foreigners, who lived in it or only passed by. Called
Dimbovita’s fortified town”, built on Dimbovita’s banks, Bucharest was the voivodal
headquarter and then the capital city for the past 500 years. Its rich architecture and cultural
life brought Bucharest the nickname of “Little Paris” at the beginning of the 20th century.
Bucharest proved to be one of the most important centres in the Southeast of Europe, most
populated, rich and forward thinking. What can be more interesting than a city which gathers
together Orient and Occident, North and South, a city that speaks through its architecture - to
all its visitors in their language? Hungarians, Greeks, Turks, Germans, Frenchmen, Russians,
Americans, and so many more people from the four corners of the world. Come and discover
Bucharest by yourself!

DATES
June 7-10, 2017

VENUE
The Palace of Parliament,
Bucharest, Romania will
host the 8th Europaediatrics
Congress in 2017
Built by Communist Party
leader, Nicolae Ceausescu,
the colossal Parliament
Palace (formerly known as the
People’s Palace) It took 20,000
workers and 700 architects to
build.
The Palace measures 275 m by 235 m, 86 m high, and 92 m underground. It has 1,100 rooms, 2
underground parking garages and is 12 stories high, with four additional underground levels
including an enormous nuclear bunker. Total area of 365,000 sqm
The Palace of Parliament it is the world’s second-largest office building in surface
(after the Pentagon) and the third largest in volume (after Cape Canaveral in the U.S. and the
Great Pyramid in Egypt).
When construction started in 1984, the dictator intended it to be the headquarters of his
government. Today, it houses Romania’s Parliament and serves as an international conference
centre. Built and furnished exclusively with Romanian materials, the building reflects the work
of the country’s best artisans.
Visit the website: http://cic.cdep.ro/en
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TIME ZONE
Local time in June is UTC/GMT + 3 hours.

PASSPORTS & VISA REQUIREMENTS
For residents of EU Member States and USA no visa is required. Residents of other countries,
please contact the Embassy/Consulate of Romania in your country to get information about
visa requirements. The Congress Secretariat is not responsible for obtaining visas and does
not provide financial support letter.

OFFICIAL LANGUAGE
English is the official language of the congress. No simultaneous translations will be provided.

CME ACCREDITATION
Participating delegates will receive a Certificate of Attendance with CME Credits.

CURRENCY AND CREDIT CARDS
The currency in Romania is LEI (RON).
1 EURO is currently worth about 4.50 LEI (RON) – available on June 2016.
Major credit cards are accepted by most hotels, restaurants, supermarkets, and shops.

CLIMATE AND CLOTHING
Romania has a moderate, continental climate. The average temperature in June is between
20-30°C. Although rainy and windy days may occur, appropriate clothing is recommended.

LIABILITY AND INSURANCE
Delegates and exhibitors are advised to take out adequate insurance cover against any risk
of loss, damage, injury or liability before travelling to the Congress. Neither the Congress
Organisers, nor its contractors shall accept liability for personal injury or loss/damage to
property and belongings of delegates during the conference or their stay in Bucharest.

ABSTRACTS
Please find related information on Congress website: www.europaediatrics2017.org.

HOTEL ACCOMMODATION
A number of hotel rooms in different price categories have been booked in Bucharest at
preferential rates for the Congress.
For accommodation please contact the appointed PCO ( Romania Travel Plus) of the 2017
Europaediatrics, at: hotel@europaediatrics2017.org and visit the 8-th Europaediatrics
Congress website at: www.europaediatrics2017.org.
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REGISTRATION TO THE CONGRESS
PARTICIPATION FEES
Registration types

Early bird
UP to 15th Jan’2017

Earl
16th Jan - 22 th
March 2017

Standard
23rd March – 10th
May 2017*

On site

Pre-Congress
workshops

€ 50

€ 50

€ 50

-

Full Participant

€ 350

€ 440

€ 490

€550

Day Participant
( 8 or 9 of June)**

€ 175

€ 175

€ 175

€ 200

Trainees / Nurses ***

€ 150

€ 200

€ 200

€ 250

SRPed members

€200

€220

€250

€300

Trainees / Nurses
SRPed members***

€100

€150

€150

€200

Media****

Pre-approved

Pre-approved

Pre-approved

Pre-approved

20% VAT will be added to all costs according to the EU regulations.
* After May 10th, registration will be only available on site. No Congress kit will be provided.
Full Participant fee includes: Admission to all scientific sessions - Access to exhibit and
poster area - Congress kit – Coffee breaks - Participation certificate – EMC or CME – 1 Opening
Cocktail ticket.
** Day Registration fees include: Admission to the day’s scientific sessions - Access to exhibit
and poster area; and coffee breaks for the day purchased.
*** To qualify as a Fellow / Trainee, applicants must submit an official letter confirming status
and signed by the Head of the Department. The letter can be submitted via scan/email to
registration@europaediatrcs2017.org.
**** Media Participants. The Organisers consider accredited journalists to be editorial
staff for the following: Newspapers, Magazines, Medical or health care publications and
Broadcast or web-based media. To receive a media badge, media representatives must provide
identification such as letter of assignment. All freelance journalists must provide a letter
of assignment on company letterhead from an editor of a recognized news organization
certifying they are covering the conference for the organization. Media registration includes
access to the congress sessions. Please email registration@europaediatrics2017.org with the
letter of assignment.
Registration packages: Registration packages for groups (10 persons or more) can be tailored
with the Congress Secretariat. Please email your request at: registration@europaediatrics2017.
org.
Substitutions / Name changes: all participant substitutions who are already registered
should be sent with written request to the Congress Secretariat, specifying the name of the
substituted person. Each name change will be charged of € 40.00 + 20% VAT.
After May 10th, no changes will be possible. No reimbursement for No show.
Payment of registration fees can be made online on our secure server by credit card
(MasterCard and VISA) or by bank transfer. Full details, will be provided within the email
received after the registration form procedure will be complete. Your registration will only be
validated when full payment is received.
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EXHIBITION & SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
CONTACT INFORMATION FOR SPONSORS AND EXIBITORS
Congress Secretariat- Romania Travel Plus
Contact: Mihaela Agaficioaie, Venita Doana
56 Tudor Ştefan St. Bucharest, Romania, Tel: +40 21 230 5110
exhibition@europaediatrics2017.org

EXHIBITION SPACE
The Exhibition is part of the the 8-th Europaediatrics Congress.
The exhibition will be organized on the first floor Congress Halls lobbies (Floor P) - I.I.C.
Bratianu Hall (Floor P).
As an exhibiting company, you will enjoy prime exposure and direct marketing opportunities
with the key players and decision makers in the field.
The floor plan is designed to maximize the exhibitor’s exposure to the delegates.
Particular attention will be given to signage and decoration enabling an easy and convenient
access.
Candidate exhibiting companies will be assigned the location on a first come first served basis
of the payment dates.

EXHIBITOR REGISTRATION
All exhibitors are required to be registered and will receive a badge displaying the exhibiting
company name.
Each exhibiting company will receive 2 badges for each 6 square meters of exhibition space
booked up to a maximum of 10 badges.
Any additional badge can be purchased at a fee of 200 Euro +VAT 20% per badge.
Each exhibitor badge authorizes 1 person access to the exhibition hall and the industry, the
satellite symposia, refreshments, lunch and Welcome Cocktail. The exhibitor badge can be
wear by the sponsor company’s staff only.
All exhibitors must wear the badge of the Congress (badge of the company is authorized, but
in addition).
An exhibitor registration form will be included in the exhibitor’s technical manual.
The Exhibitor’s Manual will be sent to all exhibitors interested in participating to the 8-th
Europaediatrics Congress within March 2017.

CURRENCY AND VAT
All rates are quoted in Euro and do not include 20% VAT. In case of change of VAT in Romania
the new rate will be applied.
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STAND SPACE RENTAL
The exhibition area will be offered starting with a minimum of 6 square meters for a cost of
Boot dimmension

Space only rental*

Shell scheme rental**

3 x 2 m Booth area

€ 4.000,00

€ 4.500,00

4 x 2 m Booth area

€ 5.000,00

€ 5.600,00

3 x 3 m Booth area

€ 5.500,00

€ 6.200,00

6 x 3 m Booth area

€ 10.000,00

€ 11.200,00

Over 18 sq m Booth
area

€ 550,00 per sq m

€ 750,00 per sq m

* Space only rental includes: Cleaning of public area and gangways
Electrical socket (basic lighting)
Exhibitor badges and the above mentioned services( see Exhibitor registration)
** Shell scheme rental includes:
Building and dismantling white board shell scheme
Electrical socket (basic lighting)
Fascia panel with standard lettering
Cleaning of public area and gangways
Exhibitor badges and the above mentioned services( see Exhibitor registration)
A minimum of 3 x 2 m Booth area shall be booked.
In order to book a specific area from the Exhibition space configuration please sent a written
request to exhibition@europaediatrics2017.org.
Once Booth Booking Form is received the space will be confirmed and invoice will be sent by
e-mail. Space allocation will follow the order in which application forms with payment are
received so, please indicate 3 clear alternative choices when you request your preferences.
Exibitors will be able to order additional services and furniture found in the technical manual
that will be distributed within March 2017.

EXHIBITION LAYOUT
Exhibitors occupying space-only stands are required to submit a detailed plan of their stand as
well as a 3D plan to Romania Travel Plus for approval by March 2017. For island stands, widely
open and accessible stands on four sides are mandatory.
For side-to-side stands, a wall of max. 2.5 m can be built in between the 2 stands. Maximum
constructible height 3.5 m.
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MAIN SPONSORSHIP PACKAGES
Sponsor category

Gold Sponsors

Silver Sponsors

Bronze Sponsors

Shell scheme
rental

Sponsorship benefits
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Parallel industry sponsored symposium 90 min
Booth 40 sq m (space only)
50 congress registrations
Sponsors logo with hyperlink on the first page of Congress website
Sponsor’s logo in the final programme
Displaying of the company logo on screens
Acknowledgement by the Scientific Committee at the end of the Congress, on
site and on the website

€ 65.000,00

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Parallel industry sponsored symposium 60 min
Booth 25 sq m (space only)
30 congress registrations
Sponsors logo with hyperlink on the first page of Congress website
Sponsor’s logo in the final programme
Displaying of the company logo on screens
Acknowledgement by the Scientific Committee at the end of the Congress, on
site and on the website

€ 45.000,00

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Parallel industry sponsored symposium 30 min
Booth 20 sq m (space only)
20 congress registrations
Sponsors logo with hyperlink on the first page of Congress website
Sponsor’s logo in the final programme
Displaying of the company logo on screens
Acknowledgement by the Scientific Committee on site

€ 35.000,00

PARALLEL INDUSTRY SPONSORED SYMPOSIUM			

€ 40.000,00

90 minutes Symposium in a Parallel Hall
Liberty to choose the topics, speakers and control the content, however the topics and the
programme should be approved by the Scientific Committee.
Time slots will be defined with the Organizing Secretariat.

PARALLEL INDUSTRY SPONSORED SYMPOSIUM			

€ 30.000,00

Up to 60 minutes Symposium in a Parallel Hall
Liberty to choose the topics, speakers and control the content, however the 			
topics and the programme should be approved by the Scientific Committee.
Time slots will be defined with the Organizing Secretariat.

PARALLEL INDUSTRY SPONSORED SYMPOSIUM			

€ 20.000,00

Up to 30 minutes Symposium in a Parallel Hall
Liberty to choose the topics, speakers and control the content, however the 			
topics and the programme should be approved by the Scientific Committee.
Time slots will be defined with the Organizing Secretariat.
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Sponsored Symposiums includes:
•

Room rental, standard audio/visual equipment

•

The symposium programme will be included in the Final Programme

•

Indicated in the programme as: Industry Sponsored Symposium organized by: the
Company name (not included in the CME programme)

•

Sponsor’s logo with hyperlink on the Congress website

•

Annoucement of the symposium in the Final Programme and on the symposium
web site as provided by the Company

•

Company listing in the Final Programme

•

Acknowledgment by the Scientific Committee at the end of the Congress on site
and on the

•

Web site

Note: Speakers will be invited by the Sponsor. Travel costs, accommodation and registration
fees of the speakers will be covered by the Sponsors. This also applies in the case where the
Symposium speakers have already been invited by the Congress

ITEMS FOR SPONSORSHIP
We are confident that you will be able to find an item on the list to fit your company’s specific
interest and budget. Suggestions are welcomed. Please contact the Congress Secretariat ROMANIA TRAVEL PLUS if you require any assistance.

FACULTY ROOM

€ 6.000,00

This room will be completely dedicated to all Congress Speakers and will be equipped with PC,
Wi-fi, assistance, coffee and drinks. The sponsoring company may personalize the room with
its logo for the entire event.

HOSPITALITY SUITE/MEETING ROOM
You can reserve your own HOSPITALITY SUITE during the Congress where you can deposit your
materials & invite your guests for private meetings.
The hospitality suite rates depend on the square meter of the available rooms and the prices
will vary up to 10,000 Euro +20% VAT and includes the above mentioned equipment and
services. The available spaces and prices will be announced on request.

HOSPITALITY AREA								€ 8.000,00
Take advantage and advertise on the relaxing areas of the congress. You can personalize the
space with your company logo, by using personalized chairs, tables, etc.

SOCIAL EVENTS
Following the Opening Ceremony, a Welcome Reception will be held. Should there be interest
for financial support of this event a special arrangement can be made.
In addition, all Social Events, Lunches and Coffee Breaks are available for Sponsorship. Please
feel free to contact the Congress Secretariat.
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ABSTRACT ON USB PEN						€ 10.000,00
The Congress accepted abstracts will be distributed to all participants on USB pen.
The company logo will be displayed on each page of the Abstract content

INTERNET ZONE 								€ 8.000,00
The internet zone will be equipped with 10 PC and standard furniture.
Sponsorship includes:
10 PC and internet connection
High visibility and one the most visited points by all congress participants
Opportunity to display company logo and information on screensaver
Opportunity to brand the cyber space with your signage
Additional suggestions and requests can be discussed.

CONGRESS WEBSITE 							€ 5.000,00
Display of the company’s logo and a link to its website (no exclusive right)
For exclusive rights please contact the Congress Secretariat.

POCKET OVERVIEW OF SCIENTIFIC PROGRAMME 		

€ 6.000,00

Back cover page company logo. Excellent exposure for the pocket programme which will be
inserted in the name badge holder.

COMPANY LOGO ON THE CONGRESS BAGS			

€ 10.000,00

The congress bag containing all scientific materials will be distributed to each participant.
Exclusive rights.

COMPANY LOGO ON LANYARDS/ BADGE HOLDER		

€ 10.000,00

The company logo will be printed on all lanyards. Exclusive rights.

PRINTED MATERIAL SPONSORSHIP
Final Programme: Advertisements for 4 color print.
½ Inside Page 								€ 1.000,00
1/1 Inside Page 								€ 2.000,00

COMPANY LOGO ON BACK COVER
Distributed to all participants. Exclusive rights.			

€ 4.000,00

Non exclusive right .							€ 2.000,00

BLOCK NOTES AND PENS

					€ 8.000,00

Block notes and pens with the company logo will be put in all congress bags.
Sponsorship cost include production cost and serigraphy.

PUSH NOTIFICATION with the timing and subject of your sponsored symposium that will be
send to the registered participants (max of 5). 			
€ 750,00
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DISPLAYING OF THE COMPANY LOGO
IN THE POSTER AREA 							

€ 3.000,00

The screens will be placed in the Poster area, displaying the sponsor company logo.

SIGN POSTING 								€ 2.000,00
Board for Advertisement: Help your guests to find their way and visit your booth or
symposium. You are free to produce a poster or something else. Size of the board or poster
should not be bigger than 2.5 m high by 2 m wide.

MEDIA CHECK / SPEAKERS PREVIEW ROOM			

€ 3.000,00

Sponsor’s logo on all “Speakers Slide Preview” signs and on monitors inside the preview room.
The Sponsorship of this area where opinion leaders and faculty will converge to prepare for
their presentations represents a unique opportunity to reach all the speakers taking part in the
Congress.

PROMOTIONAL INSERTS
Promotional inserts in delegate bag				

€ 2.000,00

SPECIAL REQUESTS: MORE SPONSORING OPPORTUNITIES?
We are aware that sponsorship of any of the above items may not suit your current marketing
aims. We are therefore willing to tailor a package to suit your objectives.
Please feel free to contact us; any query concerning the sponsorship arrangements should be
directed to the Congress Secretariat:
ROMANIA TRAVEL PLUS
Contact: Mihaela Agaficioaie, Venita Doana
56 Tudor Ştefan St. Bucharest, Romania
Tel: +40 21 230 42 82 Fax: +40 21 230 50 42
exhibition@europaediatrics2017.org
NOTE: Costs do not include 20% VAT according to the EU regulations. All spaces and “exclusive
right” items will be confirmed based on the reservation received, on a first come, first served”
basis.

EXHIBITION PLANS
Detailed plan with booth measurements can be found on the Congress Website:
www.europaediatrics2017.org at Sponsors & Exhibitors section
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The 8-th Europediatrics Congress jointly held with The 13
National Congress of RSPed
Palace of Parliament, Bucharest, Romania, 7-10 June 2017
PLEASE COMPLETE BY USING TYPEWRITER OR CAPITAL LETTERS
Company………………………………………………....................................................……………………………
Contact person: Name…………………………………….........Last name…...........……………....................
Address………………………………………………………………………………....................................................
Postal Code, City, Country……………………………………………………………...........................................
Telephone/Fax…………………………………………………………………………...............................................
E-mail………………………………………………………………………………….....................................................
Website………………………………………………………………………………....................................................

MAIN SPONSORSHIP PACKAGES
Gold Sponsor

		

Silver Sponsor 			
Bronze Sponsor

EXHIBITION APPLICATION FORM AND CONTRACT
We wish to reserve exhibiting space. Our preferred positions are:
Booth No(s): 1st choice ........2nd choice ...................... 3rd choice ......................................
Space Only
Shell Scheme
We require: ............................................................................sq. meter (minimum size 6 sq.
meter)
AMOUNT ...................................... Euro + VAT

SPONSORSHIP OF SATELLITE SYMPOSIUM
Parallel Symposium Satellite
TITLE…………………………………………………………………….............................................……………………
Session slot time requested………………………………………………....................................………………
Speakers with relative contacts………………………………………………....................................…………
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The 8-th Europediatrics Congress jointly held with The 13
National Congress of RSPed
Palace of Parliament, Bucharest, Romania, 7-10 June 2017
SPONSORSHIP PRODUCTS

Abstract on USB pen
Internet Zone 										
Congress Website 								
Pocket Overview of Scientific Programme					
Company Logo on the Congress Bags 						
Company Logo on Lanyards/ Badge Holder
Company Logo on Back Cover
Block Notes and Pens 										
Displaying of The Company Logo In The Poster Area 				
Sign Posting										
Media Check / Speakers Preview Room 				
		
Social Events 										
Hospitality Suite/Meeting Room
Hospitality Area
Faculty Room							
Promotional Inserts 									
Advertisements for 4 color print ½ inside page					
Advertisements for 4 color print 1/1 inside page
Push notification				

BOOKING / CONTRACTS
Once an application is made, a contract will be send to you to be filled.
This contract should be signed and returned with a 50 % deposit to the Organising
Secretariat.

TERMS OF PAYMENT / PAYMENT METHODS
50% due with signed contract – not refundable in case of cancelation
50% latest by April 30, 2017
Payment method: BANK TRANSFER (all details will be provided in the invoice)
Bank charges are responsibility of the payer

CANCELLATION POLICY
All cancelation notices received by February 1st 2017 will entitle a 50% reimbursement of
the total value of the sponsorship. From February 2nd, no reimbursement will be possible.
Date ....................................... Signature and stamp ....................................
PLEASE COMPLETE, SIGN AND RETURN TO: ROMANIA TRAVEL PLUS
56 Tudor Ştefan St. Sector 1, 011658, Bucharest, Romania
Tel: +40 21 230 42 82 Fax: +40 21 230 50 42, E-mail: exhibition@europaediatrics2017.org
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